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Abstract. We report the results of certain integrations of quantum-theoretic interest, relying,
in this regard, upon recently developed parametrizations of Boyaet al (1998 Preprint quant-
ph/9810084) of then × n density matrices, in terms of squared components of the unit(n − 1)-
sphere and then × n unitary matrices. Firstly, we express thenormalizedvolume elements of
the Bures (minimal monotone) metric forn = 2 and 3, thereby obtaining ‘Bures prior probability
distributions’ over the two- and three-state systems. Then, as a first step in extending these results
to n > 3, we determine that the ‘Hall normalization constant’ (Cn) for themarginal Bures prior
probablity distribution over the(n − 1)-dimensional simplex of then eigenvalues of then × n
density matrices is, forn = 4, equal to 71 680/π2. Since we also find thatC3 = 35/π , it follows
thatC4 is simply equal to 211C3/π . (C2 itself is known to equal 2/π .) The constantC5 is also
found. It too is associated with a remarkably simple decomposition, involving the product of the
eight consecutiveprime numbers from 3 to 23. We also preliminarily investigate several cases
n > 5, with the use of quasi-Monte Carlo integration. We hope that the various analyses reported
will prove useful in deriving a general formula (which evidence suggests will involve the Bernoulli
numbers) for the Hall normalization constant for arbitraryn. This would have diverse applications,
including quantum inference and universal quantum coding.

1. Introduction

We make use of recently proposed parametrizations [1] (cf [2])—in terms of squared
components of the unit(n − 1)-sphere and then × n unitary matrices—of then × n density
matrices. First (in section 2), we derive (prior) probability distributions of particular interest
over both the three-dimensional convex set of two-state quantum systems and the eight-
dimensional convex set of three-state quantum systems. These distributions are the normalized
volume elements of the corresponding Bures metrics on these systems. Hall [3] (cf [4–6]) has
contended that such distributions correspond to ‘minimal-knowledge’ ensembles: that is, the
most randomensembles of possible states. In particular, for the two-dimensional quantum
systems, he argues that the Bures metric provides such a minimal-knowledge ensemble, since it
‘corresponds to the surface of a unit four-ball, i.e., to the maximally symmetric space of positive
curvature. . . this space is homogeneous and isotropic, and hence the Bures metric does not
distinguish a preferred location or direction in the space of density operators’ [3]. However,
somewhat contrarily, Slater [7] has reported results (based on the concept of comparative
noninformativities of priors, first expounded in [8]) that indicate the Bures metric generates
ensembles that are less noninformative than other (monotone) metrics of interest.

The Bures metric fulfils the role of theminimalmonotone metric [9–11], and has been the
focus of a considerable number of studies [3, 7, 12–16]. ‘An infinitesimal statistical distance
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has to be monotone under stochastic mappings’ [9, p 786]. All stochastically monotone
Riemannian metrics are characterized by means of operator monotone functions. Among all
(suitably normalized) operator montone functionsf (t) with f (1) = 1 andf (t) = tf (t−1),
there is a minimal and a maximal one [18]. (The concept of a minimal metric was apparently
introduced by Zolotarev in his extensive paper, ‘Metric distances in spaces of random variables
and of their distributions’ [17, section 1.4], but it is not entirely clear that the meaning there is
the same as in the terminology ‘minimal monotone metric’.)

We should bear in mind, however—as emphasized by Petz and Sudár [9]—that, in strong
contrast to the classical situation, in the quantum domain there is not a unique monotone metric,
but rather a (nondenumerable) multiplicity of them. Their comparative properties need to be
evaluated, before deciding which specific one to employ for a particular application. We repeat
the concluding remarks of Petz and Sudár: ‘Therefore, more than one privileged metric shows
up in quantum mechanics. The exact clarification of this point requires and is worth further
studies’.

We have previously reported [19] (in terms of parametrizations other than that of Boya
et al [1]) the Bures probability distribution for the two-state systems, and also [20] for an
embedding of these systems into a four-dimensional convex set of three-state systems, but the
result below (11) for the full eight-dimensional convex set of three-state systems is clearly
novel in nature. In fact, in [21, section II.E] we discussed certain (unsuccessful) efforts in
these directions (although the volume element of themaximalmonotone metric—which is not
strictly normalizable—proved more amenable to analysis there).

In section 3, we determine certain necessary elements for extending the work reported
in section 2 to the higher-dimensional quantum systems (n > 3). This involves finding
the normalization constant (Cn), explicitly first discussed by Hall [3, equation (25)], for the
marginal Bures prior probability distribution over the(n − 1)-dimensional simplex of then
eigenvalues of then×ndensity matrices. These constants are found to exhibit quite remarkable
number-theoretic properties. It would, therefore, certainly be of substantial interest to find a
general formula forCn. Knowledge of the value ofCn, together with that of the invariant
Haar element forSU(n)—apparently presently available, however, in suitably parametrized
form (cf [22,23]) forn 6 3 [24,25]—would allow one to construct the Bures prior probability
distribution itself for then-level quantum systems.

In an extensive study [26], Krattenthaler and Slater examined (in the framework of thetwo-
state systems) the hypothesis that the normalized volume element of the Bures metric would
function in the quantum domain in a role parallel to that fulfilled classically by the ‘Jeffreys
prior’—that is, the normalized volume element of the unique monotone/Fisher information
metric [27,28]. In particular, they were interested in [26] in the possibility of extending certain
(classical) seminal results of Clarke and Barron [29,30]. They concluded, however, in contrast
to their working hypothesis, that the normalized volume element of the Bures metric does not
in fact strictly fulfil the same role as the Jeffreys prior (in yielding both the asymptotic minimax
and maximin redundancies for universal coding/data compression) although it appears to come
remarkably close to doing so (cf figure 4). In section 4, for the casesn = 2 and 3, the ‘quasi-
Bures’ prior probability distributions are presented that appear to fulfil this distinguished
information-theoretic role.

2. Bures probability distributions over the n× n density matrices

Boyaet al [1] have recently ‘shown that the mixed state density matrices forn-state systems
can be parametrized in terms of squared components of an(n−1)-sphere and unitary matrices’.
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The mixed state density matrix (ρ) is represented in the form

ρ = UDU† (1)

whereU denotes anSU(n) matrix, U† its conjugate transpose andD a diagonal density
operator, the diagonal entries (di) of which—being the eigenvalues ofρ—are the squared
components of the(n− 1) sphere. Thus, forn = 2,

D =
(

cos2 θ/2 0
0 sin2 θ/2

)
06 θ 6 π

2
(2)

and, forn = 3,

D =
( cos2 φ/2 sin2 θ/2 0 0

0 sin2 φ/2 sin2 θ/2 0
0 0 cos2 θ/2

)
06 θ, φ 6 π. (3)

(Note the differences in the ranges of angles used in the two cases. This will be commented
upon in section 3.2.)

Biedenharn and Louck have presented [31, equation (2.40)] the parametrization of an
element ofSU(2),

U(αβγ ) = e−iασ3/2e−iβσ2/2e−iγ σ3/2 (4)

in terms of the Pauli matrices (σi) and three Euler angles—06 α < 2π, 06 β 6 π, 06 γ <
2π—with an associated invariant Haar measure [31, equation (3.134)],

d�2 = 1
8dα dγ sinβ dβ. (5)

Byrd [24] (cf [25]) has extended this approach toSU(3). He obtains

U(α, β, γ, κ, a, b, c, ζ ) = eiλ3αeiλ2βeiλ3γeiλ5κeiλ3aeiλ2beiλ3ceiλ8ζ (6)

whereλi denotes one of the eight 3×3 Gell-Mann matrices [32]. The corresponding invariant
element is

d�3 = sin 2β sin 2b sin 2κsin2 κdα dβ dγ dκ da db dc dζ (7)

with the eight Euler angles having the ranges

06 α, γ, a, c < π 06 β, b, κ 6 π/2 06 ζ <
√

3. (8)

For our purposes, the Euler angleγ for the casen = 2 andc andζ in the casen = 3 are
irrelevant, as they ‘drop out’ in the formation of the product (1)†. So, in what follows, we
will employ the appropriateconditionalversions of these invariant measures (5) and (7)—the
condition (a technical statistical term) corresponding, of course, to the ignoring of the indicated
angles.

The Bures metric itself is expressible in the form [12, equation (10)]

d2
B(ρ, ρ + dρ) =

n∑
i,j=1

1

2

|〈i|dρ|j〉2
di + dj

(9)

where|i〉denotes the eigenvectors of then×ndensity matrixρ, 〈j |, the corresponding complex
conjugate (dual) vectors, and thed are the associated eigenvalues. The parametrization of
Boya et al is, then, particularly convenient, since the eigenvalues and eigenvectors ofρ are
immediately available. Our chief concern must, then, be to compute the complete Jacobian of
the transformation to the set of parameters of Boyaet al [1]. (We shall note for further reference
the occurrence of the termdi+dj in (9). This, is of course, simply proportional to the arithmetic
mean,(di + dj )/2. By replacing this term by (twice) theexponential/identricmean (23) ofdi
anddj , that is 2I (di, dj ), we shall obtain the particular ‘quasi-Bures’ distributions described
in section 4.)

† I thank M Byrd for this important observation.
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2.1. The Bures casen = 2

For the casen = 2, the volume element of the Bures metric (9) is proportional to the product
of the inverse of the square root of the determinant ofρ (or, equivalently, the determinant of
D) with two Jacobians. The first Jacobian (in line with the familiar practice in the theory of
random matrices [33, equation (3.3.5)]) is itself the product of(d1−d2)

2 and the (conditional)
invariant element (5). The second Jacobian, sinθ/2, corresponds simply to the transformation
from Cartesian coordinates to the squared polar coordinates employed in (2). Simplifying
and normalizing the full product, we arrive at the probability density for the normalized
volume element of the Bures metric over the three-dimensional convex set of two-state quantum
systems. This density is

dpBures:2(θ, α, β) = cos2 θ sinβ

π2
dθ dα dβ 06 θ 6 π

2
06 α 6 2π 06 β 6 π.

(10)

The expected values of the eigenvalues are, then,1
2 ± 4

3π .

2.2. The Bures casen = 3

For the casen = 3, the volume element of the Bures metric is equal to the product of: (i) two
Jacobians again, one of which now has the form((d1−d2)(d1−d3)(d2−d3))

2 multiplied by the
(conditional) invariant measure (7), while the other,(cosθ2 sin3 θ

2 sinφ)/2, corresponds to the
transformation to squared spherical coordinates used in (3); and (ii) the reciprocal of the product
of the square root of the determinant ofρ (or, equivalently, ofD) and the difference between the
sum of the three principal minors of order two ofρ (or, equivalently, ofD) and the determinant
itself. Since|ρ|1/2 = (cosθ2 sin2 θ

2 sinφ)/2, it can be seen that considerable cancellation
occurs between the numerator and the denominator of the full product. The normalization
of the resultant volume element required considerable manipulations using MATHEMATICA
(basically involving reducing the problem to the simplest possible form at each stage of the
integration process). We obtained the following Bures prior probability density over the eight-
dimensional convex set of three-state (spin-1) quantum systems:

dpBures:3(θ, φ, α, β, γ, κ, a, b)

= 35u

128π4(35 + 28 cosθ + cos 2θ − 8 cos 2φsin4 θ
2)

dθ dφ d�̃3 (11)

where

u = sin3 θ

2

(
(35 + 60 cosθ + 33 cos 2θ) cosφ − 8 cos 3φsin4 θ

2

)2

(12)

and the conditional invariant element (cf (7)) is

d�̃3 = sin 2β sin 2b sin 2κsin2 κdα dβ dγ dκ da db. (13)

The eight variables have the previously indicated ranges ((3), (8)). In figure 1, we display the
two-dimensional marginal probability distribution of (11) over the parametersθ andφ (which
are invariant under unitary transformations ofρ).

Let us note that the fully mixed state—corresponding to the 3×3 diagonal density matrix
with entries equal to1

3—is obtained atφ = π/2, θ = 2 cos−1(1/
√

3) ≈ 1.910 63. The
probability density (11) is zero at this distinguished point, as well as along the lociθ = 0 and
φ = π/2. (Wherever at least two of the eigenvalues ofρ or, equivalentlyD, are equal, the
density is zero.)
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Figure 1. Bivariate marginal Bures prior probability distribution over the variablesθ andφ for
three-state systems.

Figure 2. Univariate marginal Bures prior probability distribution over the variableθ for three-state
systems.

The one-dimensional marginal probability density (figure 2), obtained by integrating (11)
over all variables exceptθ , is

dp̃Bures:3(θ) = 35

256

(
−1533 + 2816 cos

θ

2
− 1988 cosθ + 1152 cos

3θ

2

− 447 cos 2θ + 128 cos
5θ

2

)
sin3 θ

2
dθ. (14)

The relative maxima of this density are located at 0.914 793, 2.2795 andπ , while the
relative minima are at 0, 1.599 95 and 2.617 32.

The one-dimensional marginal probability density (figure 3), obtained by integrating (11)
over all variables exceptφ, is

d ˜̃pBures:3(φ) =
1

768π

(
cotφ csc8 φ

(
110 100 480 tan−1

[
cot

φ

2

]
cos12 φ

2
−26 880(792(2π − φ) cosφ + 8π(55 cos 3φ + 3 cos 5φ)

+φ(495 cos 2φ − 220 cos 3φ + 66 cos 4φ − 12 cos 5φ + cos 6φ))
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+16 885 656 sin 2φ + 5 069 937 sin 4φ + 167 012 sin 6φ

−3(4139520φ + 124 sin 8φ − 4 sin 10φ + sin 12φ)

))
dφ. (15)

The limits of (15) asφ approaches 0 andπ are both equal to20
9π ≈ 0.0707 355. (The

density is highly oscillatory in the vicinity of these boundary points.) MATHEMATICA does,
in fact, perform asymbolic/exactintegration of (15), yielding the result 1. (Note that for our
analyses below forn > 3, we have found it necessary to rely uponnumerical integrations,
although the results obtained do appear to indicate that exact solutions exist which, in principle,
might be found with a powerful enough computer.) However, several warning messages are
generated en route to this result, concerning indeterminate expressions and inconsistencies
in the arguments of Meijer’s G functions (which are very general forms of hypergeometric
functions) [34].

3. Hall normalization constants for marginal bures probability distributions over the
(n− 1)-dimensional simplex of then eigenvalues of then× n density matrices

Let us note that Hall [3, equation (24)] has, in fact, given an explicit formula for the volume
element of the Bures metric on then× n density matrices. This is (converting to the notation
used above)

dVBures:n = dd1 . . .ddn
(d1 . . . dn)1/2

n∏
i<j

4
(dj − dk)2
di + dj

dxij dyij (16)

where the real part of theij entry of the diagonalizing unitary matrixU in formula (1) is
represented byxij and the imaginary part by±iyij . Since in the parametrization of Boya
et al [1], which we have employed, one uses not thesex andy, but rather the Euler angles
parametrizing the unitary matrixU , we have been compelled to replace the differential elements
dxijdyij in (16) by the corresponding conditional form (d�̃) of the invariant (Haar) measures
(5) and (7). One can, then, confirm that our presentation and results are fully consistent with the
use of (16), bearing in mind the unit trace requirement thatd1 + · · ·+dn = 1. Hall [3, equation
(25)] also expressed the marginal Bures probability distribution over the space ofn eigenvalues

Figure 3. Univariate marginal Bures prior probability distribution over the variableφ for three-state
systems.
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of ρ as

p̃Bures:n(d1, . . . , dn) = Cn δ(d1 + · · · + dn − 1)

(d1 . . . dn)1/2

n∏
i<j

(di − dj )2
di + dj

. (17)

We shall report the values of the ‘Hall constants’Cn for n = 2, 3, 4 and 5, immediately below.
(The results forn > 2 are, apparently, new.)

3.1. The Hall constants forn = 2 and 3

If, for consistency with our further results forn > 2, we takeθ ∈ [0, π ] and not [0, π/2] as
in [1], then we find thatC2 equals 2/π ≈ 0.636 62 (cf [3, equation (30)]). From the results
of the analysis in section 2.2, we are able to determine, for the first time, apparently, that
C3 = 35/π ≈ 11.1408. Let us note here that 35 is, of course, simply the product ofproximate
or neighbouringprime numbers, that is, 35= 5× 7.

3.2. The Hall constant forn = 4 and associated methodology

To continue the full line of research reported here for the casesn = 2, 3, ton > 3, it would be
useful to extend the work of Byrd and Sudarshan [24, 25] on the Euler angle parametrization
of SU(3) to such highern. However, computation of the Hall constantsCn (17) does not
depend on parametrizations ofSU(n). We have, in fact, been able to obtain exceedingly
strongnumericalevidence thatC4 is, in fact, equal to 71 680/π2 ≈ 7262.7. Let us, first,
mention some methodological considerations useful in deriving this result (and, in general,
Cn, n > 4).

The parametrizations of Boyaet al [1] of the diagonal 2× 2 and 3× 3 matrices differ in
that in the 2×2 case (2) only matrices in which the(1, 1) entry is at least as great as the(2, 2)
entry are generated (due to the restriction of the angular parameter,θ , to the range [0, π/2]),
while in the 3× 3 case (3) no order is imposed on the diagonal entries (the parametersθ

andφ both varying freely between 0 andπ ). Now, in performing (the apparently necessary)
numerical (as opposed to symbolic) integrations to obtain the Hall constantsCn (n > 3), it
seems to be considerably more computationally effective to integrate over only those diagonal
matrices in which (say) the(1, 1) entry is no less than the(2, 2) entry, which in turn is no
less than the(3, 3) entry, etc. (This helps to minimize troublesome oscillations.) Then, the
result can be multiplied by the number (n!) of permutations ofn objects to yieldCn, since
the result of the integration must be invariant under any other of then! − 1 possible orderings
(permutations) that can be imposed on the diagonal entries of then× n diagonal matrices. In
precisely this manner, we were able to obtain (using the numerical integration of interpolating
function command of MATHEMATICA) the result 71 680.000 001/π2 forC4. This we take as
overwhelming evidence thatC4, in fact, equals 71 680/π2, particularly as 71 680 has the highly
structured prime decomposition of 211× 5× 7. (It is also interesting to note that 35= 5× 7
appears in the numerator ofC3, that is, 35/π , or, to the same effect,C4 = 211C3/π .)

To illustrate the procedure followed, let us first parametrize the 4×4 non-negative diagonal
matrices of trace unity in the following fashion (cf (2), (3)):

D =
 cos2 θ/2 0 0 0

0 sin2 θ/2 cos2 φ/2 0 0
0 0 sin2 θ/2 sin2 φ/2 cos2 ζ/2 0
0 0 0 sin2 θ/2 sin2 φ/2 sin2 ζ/2

. (18)

Then, the (truncated) region of integration employed above—corresponding to successively
nonincreasing diagonal entries—can be described asζ ∈ [0, π/2], φ ∈ [0, f (ζ )], θ ∈
[0, f (φ)], wheref (x) = 2 cot−1 (cosx/2), rather thanζ, φ, θ ∈ [0, π ], as in the apparently
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suggested parametrization of Boyaet al [1], which would yield all possible diagonal matrices,
without regard to the ordering of their elements.

If we construct a similar truncated region of integration in the casen = 3, then we find
that the expected values of the eigenvalues are 0.802 393, 0.181 878 and 0.015 7299. In the
n = 2 case, the analogous values are (as previously noted),1

2 ± 4
3π , that is 0.924 413, and

0.075 5868.

3.3. The Hall constant forn = 5

We have also attempted to computeC5, in the manner of section 3.2, with the use of
MATHEMATICA. We obtained (using the Gauss–Kronrod integration method with a working
precision of 21 digits, rather the machine precision of 16) the result 2342 475 135.00/π2. Now,
it is most interesting to note (particularly, in light of our results forCn, n < 5), that

2 342 475 135= 2159
i=2Pi = 21(3× 5× 7× 11× 13× 17× 19× 23) (19)

wherePi denotes theith prime number (taking the sequence of primes to be 2, 3, 5, . . .). Thus,
we have acquired strong evidence that, in fact,C5 = 2342 475 135/π2. (As a simple exercise,
we looked at the one hundred thousand consecutive integers containing 2342 475 135 as their
midpoint, and computed all their prime decompositions. All the others had at least one prime
factor greater than 23.) The seemingly independent factor of 21 in (19) will also apparently
be found below in the (odd) casen = 7.

3.3.1. Prime factorials. In [35], the product of the primes less than or equal top is denoted
p#. (The issue there, as in several of the works cited there, was to testp#± 1 for primality
(cf [36]).) Let us point out a 1952 article [37], entitled ‘Tables of logarithms of the prime
factorials from 2 to 10 007’ (a synopsis of which can be found in Mathematical Reviews 16,
112f). It is noted that by the prime number theorem [38] the ratio of the sum of the logarithms
of the primes from 2 top, to p itself, approaches 1 asp → ∞. So, if it eventuates that the
general formula forCn, at least for oddn, contains a term of the formp(n)#, wherep(n)
is a prime as a function ofn, which grows indefinitely large withn itself, then it should be
possible to asymptotically replacep(n)# by ep(n). (‘A version of the prime number theorem
states that the product of the primes less thanx is asymptotically ex (citing the well known
treatise [39, theorem 434]), but the error term is notoriously large, so it is probably unrealistic
to expect to be able to compute far enough to get within the necessary epsilon’ [40].) We also
observe that with the use of Wilson’s theorem [41],(p− 1)! ≡ −1 modp, one could express
p# in terms of the (more) standard factorial functionp!. (In [42], the primes aredefinedin
terms of factorials.)

Let us point out that Ellinas and Floratos have recently studied the ‘prime decomposition’
of ann×n density matrix into a sum of separable density matrices with dimensions determined
by the coprime factors ofn [43] (cf [44]).

3.4. Preliminary investigations of the Hall constant forn > 5, with the use of quasi-Monte
Carlo integration

3.4.1. n = 6. Of course, as the dimensionality of then-state quantum systems increases
(that is, n itself increases), the numerical integrations required to sufficiently narrow
estimates of the corresponding Hall constant become increasingly more difficult, and it is
hard to judge what is precisely the optimum numerical/programming strategy to employ.
Following the methodology outlined in section 3.2, based on the ordering of the eigenvalues,
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MATHEMATICA did yield (using the standard default options) an estimate ofC6, representable
in the form, 1.461 6286×1016/π3 (although diagnostics as to inadequate precision were issued
during the course of the computation). This result, coupled with our observation of the pattern
ofCn forn < 6, might lead us to speculate that the numerator ofC6 is either the 17 digit number,
14 616 907 579 654, 144= 241× 172 × 23 or 14 623 504 649 420 800= 242× 52 × 7× 19,
with the denominators in both cases, beingπ3.

When we employed the quasi-Monte Carlo (Halton–Hammersley–Wozniakowski)
procedure [45, ch 3; 46] of MATHEMATICA, to numerically integrate over a hypercube
of volume π5 (corresponding, thus, now to no particular distinguished ordering of the
six eigenvalues), we obtained (withno diagnostics at all being generated in two separate
analyses—having set maxima of ten and fifty million sample points) a result of the form
1.536 355 674× 1016/π3. To a very high accuracy, this numerator can be approximated by
15 363 556 773 986 304= 228× 34 × 132 × 37× 113 for the numerator of the presumptive
value ofC6 (with denominator, again,π3). Sloan and Wózniakowski have noted that, recently
‘. . . quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms have been successfully used for multivariate integration of
high dimensiond, and were significantly more efficient than Monte Carlo algorithms’ [47].
However, in comparing the two sets of results here forn = 6 it is very important to bear
in mind that MATHEMATICA sets its precision and accuracy objectives much lower when
Monte Carlo procedures are employed [46]. (Of course, these default values can be reset, but
in the preliminary analyses reported here they have not been, though we intend to do so in
future studies.)

3.4.2. n = 7. The quasi-Monte Carlo MATHEMATICA procedure produced an estimate
(with no accompanying diagnostics, having set a maximum of four million sample points) of
C7 as 2.481 1899× 1024/π3. The numerator of this fraction (cf (19)) could be approximated
(to a relative error of less than three-tenths of one per cent) by the product of 21 and the (18)
consecutive primes from 2 to 61 (in the notation of [35], this is 61#), that is,C7 = 21518

i=1Pi/π
3.

However, this degree of accuracy does not at all seem satisfactory, particularly in light of the
proximate results forn = 6 and 8, though oddn appear to present greater computational
challenges.

3.4.3.n = 8. The quasi-Monte Carlo procedure estimatedC8 as 4.183 677 7028× 1035/π4

(though, unlike then = 6, 7 cases, a failure to converge was reported—that is, with the
preassigned use of at most ten million sample points). Nonetheless, this outcome can be
fit to a very high accuracy (less than one part in one hundred million) by takingC8 to be
289× 32 × 5× 132 × 31× 47× 61/π4.

3.5. n > 9

For the casen = 9, convergence was not obtained with the use of six million sample points.
The result given was 7.631 832 917× 1047/π4. We have also made tentative attempts, using
the quasi-Monte Carlo procedure again, to estimateCn for n = 10 and 11 (but it appears
that considerable investment of computer resources is needed for sufficiently satisfactory
answers). Forn = 10, based on a maximum of two million sample points, convergence
was not obtained and the result 6.334 733 996×1062/π5 reported. (No related decomposition
was immediately apparent.) Forn = 11 and 12, using a maximum of one million sample points
in both cases, the results 3.254 198 489×1078/π5 and 5.218 327 334×1097/π6 were obtained
(without convergence or any obvious associated simple prime decompositions, however). Our
impression is that the computations are considerably more difficult for the odd values ofn than
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for the even, which may be some reflection of the simpler formulae displayed above for even
n (cf [48, 49]). (Forn > 7, the MATHEMATICA compiler was unable to handle the small
numbers appearing in the calculation, and then proceeded with the use of the uncompiled
evaluation, leading to slower running times [46].) Of course, there exists a wide range of
possible approaches to numerical integration problems of this kind, including, certainly, the
use of alternative programming languages, in particular, FORTRAN. The trade-offs between
these various options need to be assessed.

As a reference point, against which one can attempt to compare the (reciprocals of the)
several values ofCn above, let us recall that the area of ann-sphere of radiusr is given by
2πn/2rn−1/0(n/2) [50]. Also of similar interest is Euler’s formula

ζ(2n) = (−1)n−1

2(2n)!
(2π)2nB2n n = 1, 2, 3, . . . (20)

whereζ(s) is the Riemann zeta function,
∑

n>1 n
−s , andBn is the (necessarily rational)nth

Bernoulli number [51, volume I, pp 75, 211]. (The values ofζ(n) for positive odd integersn,
however, have not been expressed in such a simple form [52, volume III, p 1695]. Infinite series
representations are, in fact, reported in [48,49].) Initial attempts to find an explanatory formula
for the sequence of (integral) numerators ofCn, using on-line programs of C Krattenthaler
(‘Rate’) [53, appendix A] and of N Sloane (‘superseeker’) [54], did not succeed. However,
we did eventually find a somewhat intriguing connection (further buttressed by some related
analyses, discussed below in section 3.7) between the results here and sequence A035077
of [54], which gives the denominators of partial sums ofB2n. The numerator of: (1)C2 is
(rather trivially) twice the first entry in this sequence; (2)C3 is one-half the fourth entry; (3)
C4 is 210 = 1024 times the fourth entry; and (4)C5 is 63 times the 13th entry of A035077.
(We note that Donaldson has found simple proofs of various formulae forsymplecticvolumes
involving Bernoulli numbers [55–57].)

3.6. Average von Neumann entropy ofn-state quantum systems with respect to Bures prior
probability distributions

As one application of these computations of the Hall constants (Cn), let us note that with respect
to the Bures probability distribution (10) the average von Neumann entropy,−Tr ρ logρ, is
exactly 2 log 2− 7

6 ≈ 0.219 628 nats for the two-state systems and, now using numerical
integration, 0.507 937 nats for the three-state systems (cf [58]). (Since we employ the natural
logarithm here, the unit of information is the nat, which is equivalent to 1/ log 2 ≈ 1.4427
bits.) This latter result, to a high degree of precision—that is, to ten significant places, can, in
fact, be written as 3 log 3− 3917

1405. We also computed the Bures average entropy for the four-state
quantum systems, obtaining 0.751 771 nats. To eight significant places, this can be written
as 4 log 4− 32 135

6704 . Similarly, for n = 5, using our knowledge ofC5, we obtain an average
entropy of 0.954 103 nats. This is closely approximated (to at least nine places, according to
our calculations) by 5 log 5− 40 045

5648 .

3.7. Auxiliary analyses of variations of Hall integrals and the role of Bernouilli numbers

Since it appeared to be quite challenging to determine the Hall constants (Cn) for n > 5, we
thought that it might be revealing (possibly helpful in deriving a general formula for arbitrary
n), as well as being of independent interest, to investigate more tractable variations. To do so,
we replaced the exponent two in (16) and (17) by either one (corresponding toreal quantum
systems) or four (for quaternionic quantum systems) [33], and other positive integer values of
less immediatephysicalinterest, as well.
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For the n = 3 (spin-1) quaternionic case (that is, using an exponent of four), the
counterpart of the previously derived (section 3.1) Hall constant 35/π is 1616 615/226π =
5× 7× 11× 13× 17× 19/226π . (The numerator here is one-half the tenth member of the
sequence A035077, comprised of denominators of partial sums of the Bernoulli numbers
B2n [54].) When we use an exponent of six, the result is 100 280 245 065/88 252π =
3 × 5 × 7 × 11× 13× 17× 19× 23× 29× 31/88 252π . (This numerator is precisely
the 17th member of A035077.)

If we use an exponent of one (corresponding to the case of real quantum systems),
the result is 1/4π , and if we employ an exponent of three, the normalization constant is
105/128π = 3× 5× 7/128π . (The numerator here is the fifth member of A035077.) For an
exponent of five, we have 15 015/8192π = 3× 5× 7× 11× 13/8192π , the numerator being
three times the seventh entry of Sloane’s sequence. For an exponent of seven, the result was
the 11th member of the sequence A035077, that is, 969 969, divided by 262 144π .

When an inquiry was made of Neil Sloane as to whether to his knowledge there were any
published discussions of this sequence, he replied, ‘No, I was just looking at various sequences
of important rationals, and thought that the pair A035078/A035077 should be in the database’.
(However, he later pointed out that the von Staudt–Clausen theorem [59, p 10] was relevant
to questions involving sums of Bernoulli numbers.) For the casen = 3, MATHEMATICA
rejected our efforts to compute any further exact integrals having integer exponents greater
than seven. (It would appear that the use of an exponent of eight would be associated with the
octonionicquantum systems [60].)

For the analogous set of variations withn = 2, use of odd exponents in (16) and (17) lead
to divergent results. For an exponent of two, the result is 2π , for four, 8

3π , for six, 16
5 π , for

eight, 128
35 π , etc.

For comparable scenarios based onn = 4, we were unable to proceed with exact
integrations. Our numerical computation of the analogue of the Hall constant employing
an exponent of unity (the real quantum case), yieldedπ2/0.079 271. But we were unable to
determine if this result bore any relation to the sequence A035077.

4. Quasi-Bures probability distributions over the n× n density matrices

In line with the work reported in [26], it would be of interest to obtain formulae for the averages
over the eight-dimensional convex set of 3× 3 density matrices (ρ) with respect to the Bures
prior probability distribution (11) of them-fold tensor products ofρ. Asm→∞, the relative
entropy of these products with respect to the averaged 3m × 3m density matrix gives us the
(Bures) asymptotic redundancy for the universal quantum coding ofthree-state systems.

4.1. The quasi-Bures casen = 2

In [26] and further yet unreported work, the Bures prior probability density (10) for the two-
state systems was found to closely resemble the (what we term ‘quasi-Bures’) probability
density,

dpquasi:2(θ, α, β) = 0.226 231(tansecθ θ/2) cosθ cotθ sinβdθ dα dβ

06 θ 6 π

2
06 α 6 2π 06 β 6 π (21)

which yields, it appears,boththe asymptotic minimax and maximin redundancies (as ‘Jeffreys’
prior’ [27] does classically [29, 30]). This common value, if one ignores the error term, as
appears to be legitimate, is(3 logm)/2−1.770 62, while the Bures probability distribution (10)
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has been shown to be, incorporating the error term, associated with an asymptotic redundancy
of (3 logm)/2− 1.774 21 + O(1/

√
m) [26, p 29]. In general, for any probability distribution

w(θ), θ ∈ [0, π/2], the asymptotic redundancy for the two-state quantum systems takes the
form

3

2
log

m

2π
− 1

2
− 2 log sinθ + 2(secθ) log tan

θ

2
− logw(θ) + o(1). (22)

Standard variational arguments can, then, be used to show (ignoring the error term, the
legitimacy of which seems plausible, but has not yet been rigorously justified) that the particular
w(θ) yielding both the maximin and minimax redundancies is simply proportional to theθ -
dependent part ofpquasi:2(θ, α, β), indicated in (21).

The reciprocal of the corresponding ‘Morozova–Chentsov function’c(x, y) [9, 10] for
(21) is the exponential or identric mean [61, equation (1.3)] ofx andy,

I (x, y) = e−1(xx/yy)
1
x−y x 6= y (23)

(I (x, x) = x), while for the Bures (minimal monotone) metric, it is the (more commonly
encountered) arithmetic mean(x + y)/2. The associated operator monotone functions [9,10]
aref (t) = (1 + t)/2 for the Bures metric, andf (t) = t t/(t−1)/e, for the metric giving (21).
(The Morozova–Chentsov functions fulfil the relationc(x, y) = 1/yf (x/y).) Perhaps the
exponentialmean arises in this context because the von Neumann entropy is thelogarithmic
relative entropy, and of course the exponential and logarithmic functions are inverses of one
another. This leads us to speculate that if one were to employ, following [11], the ‘quadratic
relative entropy’ or the ‘Bures relative entropy’ instead, then, in the parallel universal coding
context, the minimax/maximin would be achieved by the means corresponding to the new
forms of inverse functions. While the logarithmic relative entropy is based on the operator
convex function,g(t) = − log t , the quadratic form relies upong(t) = (t − 1)2 and the Bures
form ong(t) = (t − 1)2/(t + 1) [11]. Here,f (t) = (t − 1)2/(g(t) + tg(1/t)).

In figure 4, we jointly display the univariate marginal probability distributions of (10)
and (21), revealing that they closely resemble one another, with the quasi-Bures distribution
assigning relatively greater probability to the states more pure in character (θ 6 0.443 978).

Figure 4. One-dimensional marginals of the (n = 2) Bures probability distribution (10) and the
quasi-Bures distribution (21) (assuming greater values forθ ∈ [0, 0.443 978]), which yields both
the asymptotic minimax and maximin redundancies for the universal quantum coding of two-state
systems.
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Figure 5. Bivariate marginal of the quasi-Bures probability distribution (24) over the variablesθ

andφ, for three-state systems.

4.2. The quasi-Bures casen = 3

The three-state counterpart of (21) (that is, the probability distribution associated with the
exponential/identric mean, rather than the arithmetic mean, as for such Bures distributions) is

dpquasi:3(θ, φ, α, β, γ, κ, a, b) = 0.000 063 495u(tan(1+secφ) φ/2) csc4
θ

2
csc6

φ

2(
cos

φ

2
tan

θ

2

)16 cos2 φ
2 sin2 θ

2
v+w

(
sin

φ

2
tan

θ

2

)2− 8(1+cosθ)
w−v

dθ dφ d�̃3

(24)

whereu is given in (12), d̃�3 in (13) and

v = 2 + 6 cosθ, w = cos(θ − φ)− 2 cosφ + cos(θ + φ). (25)

The corresponding two-dimensional marginal probability distribution over the variablesθ and
φ is exhibited in figure 5.

As would be anticipated from figure 4, this figure closely resembles figure 1. In figure 6,
we show the result obtained by subtracting the bivariate marginal Bures probability distribution
shown in figure 1 from its quasi-Bures counterpart in figure 5.

4.3. Quasi-Bures counterparts of Hall (Bures) normalization constants

If we replace the termdj+dk, occurring in the denominator of the expression (17), by (twice) the
exponential/identric mean (23) ofdj anddk, that is,I (di, dj ), the resultant expression becomes
a formula forp̃quasi:n(d1, . . . , dn), now interpretingCn to be the normalization constant for the
corresponding quasi-Bures probability distribution. Forn = 2 then (takingθ ∈ [0, π ] and not
[0, π/2] as in [1]), rather than 2/π ≈ 0.636 62, we obtain 0.769 427, and forn = 3, instead
of 35/π ≈ 0.089 759, we find 0.138 681.

5. Concluding remarks

We hypothesize that the (full eight-dimensional) quasi-Bures probability distribution (24)
associated with figure 5 will furnish the common asymptotic (minimax and maximin)
redundancies for universal quantum coding in that higher-dimensional setting, paralleling
the result (not yet fully formally demonstrated, however) for the three-dimensional convex
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Figure 6. Difference obtained by subtracting the three-state Bures bivariate marginal probability
density in figure 1 from the quasi-Bures one, associated with the exponential/identric mean,
displayed in figure 5.

set of two-state systems (cf [62]). In this regard, it might prove computationally convenient,
as a heuristic device, to replace the quasi-Bures probablity distributions by their (closely
approximating) Bures analogues, since certain exact (symbolic) integrations are achievable
(at least, for the casesn = 2, 3) with the Bures distributions, but apparently not with the
quasi-Bures ones, for which numerical methods seem to be necessary.

Although a parametrization of SU(4) is not relevant, as already noted, to the computation
of the Hall constantC4, that is, 71 680/π2, and to that of the corresponding average (von
Neumann) entropy (section 3.6), it would be essential in investigating the universal coding of
four-state quantum systems, since the tensor products of 4× 4 density matrices have to be
calculated and it would, therefore, be necessary to implement formula (1). In a personal
communication, M Byrd has indicated that he has undertaken the (challenging) task of
developing such an (Euler angle) parametrization ofSU(4).

Such a parametrization ofSU(4)—in conjunction with the knowledge, acquired here, of
C4—might also prove of value in estimating the volume of 2×2 separable quantum states [2,63]
and lead to numerically more stable results than those reported in [64, table I], since the ‘over-
parametrizations’ of the unitary matrices used there could then be avoided, due to the ‘dropping
out’ (as pointed out forn = 2, 3 immediately after (8) above) of certain Euler angles in the
formation of the product (1). We also note that in [64] (cf [65]), the Bures (minimal monotone)
metric was found to yield highera priori probabilities of entanglement than other monotone
metrics (in particular, the Kubo–Mori–Bogoliubov and maximal ones). Presumably, even in
any computationally improved form of analysis, this conclusion would be unaltered.

We have also pursued a traditional (pseudo-random number) Monte Carlo approach to
estimating the Hall normalization constants for 26 n 6 16. However, the degrees of precision
attained were not satisfactory. (For discussions of the comparative computational complexities
of the pseudo- and quasi-Monte Carlo methods, see [47,66].)

We are presently attempting to obtain a more precise estimate of the Hall constantC6,
in particular, usingnon-Monte Carlo (that is, adaptive) integration methods. Our best current
estimate ofC6 is 1.534 836 628× 1016/π3. The numerator can be very well approximated by
15 348 366 279 966 720= 233× 3× 5× 72 × 11× 13× 17, which seems more satisfactory
than the results reported in section 3.4.1, based on the quasi-Monte Carlo procedure. Now,
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it is most interesting to note that this numerator is precisely 233× 7 times the ninth entry of
the sequence A035077 that we have repeatedly referenced above. We are also compelled to
observe that our educated conjecture as to the numerator ofC7 (section 3.4.2) is exactly 42
times the 33rd entry—which we had to compute ourselves, since Sloane’s published list does
not extend this far—of A035077.
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